Stone Hill
Trying to add some
flair and excitement
to a tired room?
Such a task can be
easily achieved when
you add a new and
beautiful fireplace
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Smedbo Makes Safety Sleek & Stylish
Smedbo has long been a provider of affordable, stylish,
quality bathroom hardware.
Smedbo was founded in 1967
and has developed immeasurably since then. The
Smedbo range is extensive
covering several distinctive
and contemporary styles.
Most of the Smedbo lines are

grab bars for some time but
recently has revamped it to
include more options to suit
all sorts of needs. Keeping
with Smedbo’s dedication to

Polished Brass, and Brushed
Nickel. Grab Bars are quickly
becoming a must have in
homes to help prevent injuries in bathrooms. They are
no longer seen as only for
use in commercial applications. Nob Hill has a new

Stainless Steel V-Shaped Grab Bar
Tuscany Fireplace Surround

surround to your
existing fireplace.
You can order your
surround as it is
shown in our catalog
or you can customize your own one-ofa-kind surround.
There are twelve
different types of
natural stone to
chose from including
Crema Marfil and
Travertine. Stop by

Stainless Steel Straight Long Grab Bar

engineered in solid brass
making them very sturdy.
They are available in different
finishes which are protected
by a unique highly transparent
lacquer making caring for
their products very simple.
Smedbo has carried a line of

quality, their Grab Bars are
created from high quality
stainless steel to ensure maximum strength and longevity
when used in bathrooms and
showers. Various Grab Bar
styles come in Polished or
Brushed Stainless Steel, Polished or Brushed Chrome,

Stainless Steel Curved Short Grab Bar

display board in our showroom presenting the newest
additions to the Smedbo grab
bar line. We invite you to
stop in and see them and
everything else Smedbo has
to offer.

Securing Your Valuables Conveniently
Nob Hill is very please at the
success of the line of safes that we
are offering. We are happy to
know that our clients are taking the
necessary steps to protect themselves as well as their valuables. In

purchase. They are quite useful in
storing your valuables neatly and

any safe and gives off a bright light
allowing easy viewing of the safe’s
contents. The jewelry tray, lined
with burgundy felt, fits into most

our showroom and
Clip-On Light Kit

see how we can help
create a unique fireplace surround like
no other.

Necklace Hanger

addition to our selection of wall
mounted safes, floor safes, and large
storage vaults, we also offer accessories to accompany your safe

www.nobhillhardware.com

conveniently no matter which safe
your choose. The necklace hanger
attaches to the back cover of the
door and includes 13 pegs to hang
necklaces tangle-free. The compact battery operated light kit fits

Jewelry Tray

safes and is great for storage of
smaller items. For more information on any of our safes and safe
accessories please call or stop in.

7630 Wayzata Boulevard, Minneapolis, MN 55426
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